“Blood in the Streets of Syria and the Surrounding Region: A Future of Crisis”

Mr. Thomas A. Dine
Search for Common Ground

This is the third lecture in a series being hosted by Middle East Studies at Marine Corps University entitled “Orienting Our Sights on the Future: the Opportunities and Challenges of the Arab Revolts.”

Thomas A. Dine, involved in U.S. foreign policy for more than 49 years, is currently the senior director of a Track II project between Americans and Syrians. For nearly three and a half years, this diplomatic effort has taken place in Syria and the U.S. among 16 prominent individuals from each society under the auspices of Search for Common Ground, a Washington-based NGO that deals with conflict resolution situations around the world. Prior to this pursuit, Mr. Dine served as CEO of the San Francisco-based Jewish Community Federation (2005-2007); President of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty in Prague, Czech Republic (1997-2005); USAID Assistant Administrator for Europe and Eurasia (1993-1997); Executive Director of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (1980-1993); professional staff in the US Senate (1970-1980); Personal Assistant to the American Ambassador, New Delhi, India (1967-1969); and US Peace Corps Volunteer in the Philippines (1962-1964).

Tuesday, 13 December 2011, 1330-1500
Gray Research Center, Room 164,166
2040 Broadway St, MCB Quantico

For more information about the MES AY 2011-12 Lecture Series, or to RSVP, please contact Adam C Seitz, Senior Associate for Middle East Studies at MCU, at (703) 432-5260 or seitzac@grc.usmcu.edu.